---------Direct observation of the miscibility improving effect of ultra-small polymeric nanoparticles (radius ~4 nm) in model systems of soft nanocomposites is reported. We have found thermodynamically arrested phase separation in classical poly(styrene) (PS) / poly(vinyl methyl ether) blends when PS linear-chains were totally replaced by ultra-small, single-chain PS nanoparticles as determined by thermo-optical microscopy measurements. Partial arrested phase-splitting on heating was observed when only some of the PS chains were replaced by unimolecular PS nanoparticles leading to a significant increase of the lower critical solution temperature (LCST) of the system (up to 40 ºC at 15 vol. % nanoparticle content). Atomic -2 -force microscopy and rheological experiments support these findings. Thermodynamic arrest of the phase separation process induced by replacement of linear-polymer-chains by unimolecular-polymer-nanoparticles could have significant implications for industrial applications requiring soft nanocomposite materials with excellent nanoparticle dispersion in a broad temperature range.
Introduction
Nanoparticles are currently ubiquitous in the nanotechnology arena showing a great impact in organic photovoltaics, [1] nanophotonics, [2] catalysis, [3] drug delivery, [4] and nanomedicine, [5] among other several fields. [6] A strong effort has been devoted in recent years to the efficient and shape-controlled synthesis of metallic, metal oxide and semiconducting (quantum dot) hard nanoparticles (HNPs). It is now well-established that HNP surface properties are mainly determined by chemical composition, surface chemistry (hydrophobic/hydrophilic balance), shape, size, porosity, roughness, and compositional heterogeneity. [7] Even when the progress in this field has been astonishing, highly-dense HNPs are sometimes far from ideal when employed in conjunction with soft matter (e.g.
biomacromolecules). Compared to classical
HNPs, the multi-gram synthesis of well-defined unimolecular polymeric nanoparticles in the sub-20 nm size range has been elusive until recently. The pioneering work of Hawker´s group [8] opened the way to new and highly efficient synthetic routes to monodisperse, ultrasmall (radius < 5 nm) soft nanoparticles (SNPs). [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] The rich phase behavior of nanocomposites containing HNPs has been investigated by combining computer simulations, [17, 18] theory [19] [20] [21] [22] and experiment. [23, 24] Conversely, the miscibility (i.e.
homogeneity at the nanoscale) behavior of soft nanocomposites consisting on unimolecular SNPs dispersed in a conventional polymer matrix remains largely unexplored, even if mimicking Nature´s soft nanocomposites is currently of great interest. Most thermodynamic (i.e. homogeneity) and rheological (i.e. dynamics) data correspond to simple blends of -3 -intramolecular cross-linked polystyrene (PS)-nanoparticles dispersed in a matrix of PS linearchains, displaying interesting non-Einstein viscosity behaviour. [25, 26] Also computer simulations [27, 28] and several theoretical approaches [26, 29] have focused on this kind of "athermal" systems as the simplest model of soft nanocomposites. Very recently, a theory describing the phase behaviour of compressible, weakly interacting soft nanocomposites has been introduced by relaxing the common HNP assumption and taking into account the presence of weak, enthalpic interactions between components. [30] In brief, an expression for the free energy of the system ( m F ) was derived by accounting for ideal, combinatorial 
Interestingly, a rich variety of phase diagrams have been predicted for soft nanocomposites depending on polymer and SNP size, SNP rigidity, polymer/SNP interaction energy and blend composition. [30] Although still very primitive for treating complex, soft bionanocomposites involving strong specific interactions such as hydrogen bonding or electrostatic interactions, this predictive theory allows one to compare the phase behavior of binary polymer blends (e.g. polyA / polyB) to that of the corresponding soft nanocomposites (e.g. polyA / polyB-SNP). In this sense, an excellent, canonical model system beyond the athermal case is that composed of blends of poly(vinyl methyl ether) (PVME) (i.e. polyA) and PS (i.e. polyB) displaying lower critical solution temperature (LCST) type phase behavior in a really accessible temperature range. [31] [32] [33] We have selected this simple system to investigate a promising Nanotechnology pathway to arresting phase separation in soft nanocomposites through replacement of linear chains by unimolecular nanoparticles.
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In this communication we present the first experimental evidence of arrested phase separation in weakly interacting soft nanocomposites involving ultra-small, single-chain polymeric nanoparticles. We have found total (or partial) arrested phase separation for binary PVME/PS-SNPs (or ternary PVME/PS/PS-SNPs) nanocomposites by a combination of thermo-optical (micro-size resolution), AFM (nano-size resolution) and rheological (bulk) measurements. These striking experimental results can be rationalized by means of an appropriate thermodynamic theory for soft nanocomposites involving ultra-small polymeric nanoparticles. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first report of complete arrest of the phase separation process induced by replacement of linear-polymer-chains by unimolecularpolymer-nanoparticles (i.e. by a purely Nanotechnology pathway). The deep impact of this finding is significant, since as usually claimed: "obtaining the optimum properties for nanocomposites will usually require excellent dispersion of the nanoparticles". [24] Experimental Part
Monodisperse PS samples of high molecular weight, M w = 65 kDa and M w = 284 kDa were supplied by Fluka. PVME was purchased from Scientific Polymer Products, M w = 90 kDa, and PS of lower molecular weight was purchased from Aldrich, M w = 35 kDa. PS-SNPs with a nanoparticle radius of 4  1 nm, as determined by dynamic light scattering (Beckman Coulter N5) and AFM (Molecular Imaging PicoPlus) measurements, were synthesized by intramolecular "click" coupling from a poly(styrene x -co-azidomethyl styrene y -co-2-methylacrylic acid 3-trimethylsilanyl-prop-2-ynyl ester z ) precursor (molar fraction of monomers: x = 0.84, y = 0.075 and z = 0.076; molecular weight, M w = 55 kDa; polydispersity index, PDI = 1.24) using reported "click" chemistry procedures. [12, 16] 
Results and Discussion
We have investigated what is the effect of replacing the PS linear-chains by ultra-small, single-chain PS-SNPs on the phase diagram of binary PVME/PS blends as a canonical model system. Figure 1A and 1B illustrate thermo-optical pictures for both PVME/PS blends and PVME/PS-SNP nanocomposites recorded at selected temperatures during heating at 1 ºC/min.
As expected, phase-splitting (LCST-type) is clearly observed by thermo-optical microscopy (TOM) for the binary polymer blend at temperatures above T c = 136 ºC (T c being the cloud point temperature) b and the initial granular, phase-separated structure clearly evolved to welldefined biphasic morphology upon annealing at a temperature above T c (see Figure 1A ). complicated by the significant increase in the thermal degradation process of PVME as observed by the yellowing and emerging of small bubbles across the film (see Supporting -6 -information, Figure S1B ), but even in this case no sign of phase-splitting was apparent neither by TOM nor AFM (see Figure S2 ). It is worth noticing the excellent agreement between the lack of LCST behavior observed experimentally for PS-SNP/PVME nanocomposites and the corresponding predictions from the thermodynamic model for soft nanocomposites (equation 1), [30] in which complete miscibility above room temperature is predicted for PS-SNP with a radius lower than 5.7 nm (see Figure 1C) . Vitrification of PS-SNP/PVME nanocomposites at low temperatures does prevent the UCST prediction to be experimentally ascertained. Further work is in progress to determine experimentally the precise placement of the miscibility boundary in the T versus R p (nanoparticle radius) phase diagram. A complete thermodynamic analysis which is outside the scope of the present communication will be reported in due term.
Conversely
Even more interesting and challenging was the case of partial replacement of PS linear-chains by PS-SNP leading to ternary soft nanocomposites. A comparison of the phase behavior for PVME/PS/PS-SNP nanocomposites (PS/PVME volume ratio = 1) as a function of the content of PS-SNP in the system is shown in Figure 2TOM . In this case, partial arrested phase-splitting on heating was observed by increasing the PS-SNP content in the ternary nanocomposite. Very similar behavior was observed by using PS of lower (35 kDa) or higher (284 kDa) molecular weight. AFM pictures of selected PVME/PS/PS-SNP nanocomposites annealed at T = T c + 10 ºC for 30 minutes prior to rapid quenching are illustrated in Figure 2AFM . As a consequence of the presence of the PS-SNPs, a clear morphology change arising from improved compatibility and slow-down kinetics is observed when compared to the unfilled PVME/PS blends. A similar trend was clearly observed by TOM at a larger scale (see Figure S3) . It is worth noticing that the progressive increase in T c upon increasing PS-SNP content is in line with the totally arrested phase separation previously observed in the binary PVME/PS-SNP nanocomposites ( Figure 1B ) upon complete replacement of PS linear-chains by PS-SNPs.
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The effect of phase-splitting on blend dynamics and hence rheological behavior has been highlighted by several theoretical, computer simulation and experimental works. [17, 19, [34] [35] [36] For quantitative studies of phase separation in binary PVME/PS blends [37] and ternary PVME/PS/HNPs nanocomposites, [35] the mean field theoretical approach of Ajji and Choplin [38, 39] has been demonstrated to be very reliable for determining phase separation temperatures from the T-dependence of the bulk elastic modulus (G´) and the bulk loss modulus (G´´) at small strain and very low shear rates (i.e. in the linear regime). The expression relating G´, G´´ and the phase separation temperature (T s ) is given by:
where the classical 1/T dependence of the  interaction parameter (
assumed. 
A comparison of the theoretical and experimentally determined phase separation temperatures is given in Figure 3D for PVME/PS/PS-SNP nanocomposites (PS/PVME volume ratio = 1)
as a function of the PS-SNP content, for polystyrenes differing in molecular weight. We have selected ternary compositions with a low content of PS-SNPs for which the theory is presumably more accurate, since the possibility of nanoparticle ordering at higher SNP volume fraction is not taken into account by the model. The precise placement of the experimental phase boundary for PVME/PS blends is known to be strongly affected by the molecular weight of the components. [31] A similar effect is observed in the experimental results shown in Figure 6 showing a better agreement between experiment and theory for PS of lower molecular weight (for PS of higher molecular weight kinetic effects presumably take place). Nevertheless, the observed experimental trend is well captured by the present thermodynamic model without the necessity of introducing any refinement. In this sense, the current model for ternary soft nanocomposites would be a good starting point for screening new systems in which the replacement of linear-polymer-chains by unimolecular-polymernanoparticles will lead to improved system homogeneity. Model parameters for several "commodity" polymers, from non-polar ones such poly(ethylene), poly(ethylenepropylene) or poly(isoprene) to relatively polar ones such as poly(acrylates), poly(methacrylates) or poly(carbonates) are readily available. [40, 41] Moreover, general avenues for the synthesis of well-defined unimolecular polymeric nanoparticles in the sub-20 nm size range are currently open. [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] 
Conclusion
We have investigated by thermo-optical, AFM and rheological measurements the effect of the addition of ultra-small, PS-SPNs (R p = 4 nm) on the phase behavior of PVME/PS blends -9 -displaying LCST-type behavior in a really accessible temperature range. We have found thermodynamically arrested phase separation in PVME/PS-SNP nanocomposite thin films, when PS linear-chains were totally replaced by ultra-small, single-chain PS nanoparticles.
When only some of the PS chains were replaced by unimolecular PS-SNPs, a significant increase in the LCST of the system was observed. Both AFM and TOM pictures illustrated a clear morphology change arising from improved compatibility and slow-down kinetics induced by the presence of the PS-SNPs. Arrest of the phase separation process induced by replacement of linear-polymer-chains by unimolecular-polymer-nanoparticles can be rationalized by means of a thermodynamic model for soft nanocomposites. [30] This new and promising Nanotechnology pathway could have significant implications for several industrial applications requiring nanocomposite materials with excellent nanoparticle dispersion across a broad temperate range (e.g. membranes, biosensors, biomimetic tissues, optical devices, etc.).
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A. TGA curves of PS-SNPs and PVME pure materials
Significant PVME thermal degradation is observed in Figure S1B at temperatures above 200 ºC. Figure S1 . Weight loss versus temperature curves of (A) PS-SNPs and (B) PVME recorded under nitrogen atmosphere at a heating rate of 1 ºC/min. R p (PS-SNP) = 4 nm and M w (PVME) = 90 kDa.
B. AFM images of binary PS-SNPs / PVME nanocomposite films annealed at high temperature -21 -
The presence of bubbles across the film arising from PVME thermal degradation is clearly seen in the AFM picture, but no sign of phase-splitting is observed. Figure S2 . AFM pictures of binary PS-SNPs (R p = 4 nm) / PVME (M w = 90 kDa,  PVME = 0.8) nanocomposite films recorded after isothermal annealing during 30 min. at T a = 240 ºC and rapid quenching to room temperature.
C. TOM images of binary PS / PVME (1/1) blends and ternary PS / PVME (1/1) / PSSNPs nanocomposites annealed at high temperature
Slow-down kinetics in the ternary all-polymer nanocomposite is clearly observed by comparing Figure S3A -B and Figure S3C -E. 
E. Thermodynamic model for predicting the phase behavior of ternary soft nanocomposites
Here we present an extension of the compressible regular solution free energy model recently introduced for describing the phase behavior of binary soft nanocomposites. A detailed description of the theoretical approach employed is provided in reference [1] and the foundations of the compressible "regular" solution theory in reference [2] . In brief, the free energy of the system at atmospheric pressure is given by:
For ternary all-polymer nanocomposites, the first term accounting for the changes in combinatorial free energy of the system is just given by:
where  i,  i ,  i and N i are, respectively, the volumen fraction, mass density, hard-core volume and segment number of component i, and  p is the nanoparticle volume (component A) at temperature T.
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The second term in eq. S1 shows the change in interaction energy upon mixing non-rigid polymer-nanoparticles and linear-polymer chains (components B and C) according to the compressible version of the "regular" solution theory:
where  i,0 2 and  i 2 are the hard-core and the T-dependent energy densities of component i, respectively, r i the monomer radius of component i and R p the nanoparticle radius.
The third term in eq. S1 gives the contribution to the free energy of mixing arising from nonideal entropic nanoparticle-nanoparticle contributions. Specifically, it gives the change in free energy experienced by the nanoparticles on going from the neat fluid state to the mixed state:
As reported previously, the neat change in free energy is favorable to mixing due to the dilution of short-range contact nanoparticle-nanoparticle interactions. This effect is geometric in nature as a consequence of the relative compact nature of the nanoparticles.
Finally, the fourth term in eq. S1 includes the contribution to the free energy of mixing arising from the stretching of the linear-polymer chains due to the presence of the nanoparticles in terms of a "universal" Ginzburg-type expansion term insensitive to the chemical nature of the components but dependent on chain length and nanoparticle size:
It is significant that equations S1-S5 can be used (in conjunction with equation 3 in the manuscript corresponding to the spinodal phase boundary) in a predictive way by using pure component parameters previously compiled by Ruzette et al. (Table 1 in Ref. [2] and Table 1 in Ref. [3] ). In this sense, the corresponding expressions for the second derivatives of the free energy with respect to composition (at constant temperature, pressure and reduced density) 
